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bstract

Tissue-specific distribution of �� TCRs with limited TCR diversity is a common phenomenon in species with a low percentage of �� T cells
ike humans and mice. We set out to investigate whether this is also the case in cattle (Bos taurus), a species with high percentages of �� T
ells. Using a method that was independent of variable (V) segment-specific primers, we generated 65 unique TCR � chain sequences. We found
o evidence for preferential use of certain V� segments in lymph node, skin, spleen, small intestine, large intestine, and blood. The � chain
DR3 length distribution was very wide in each tissue, which was confirmed by spectratyping. The highly variable CDR3 length was due to

he use of up to four diversity (D) segments by one bovine � chain. Human and murine � chains contain only one or two D segments. The five
unctional D� segments that we describe here were identified at cDNA and genomic level, and are the first ruminant D segments described. Fourteen
CR � chain sequences used novel V�1 segments, and one expressed a novel member of the V�3 family. The number of known functional V�
egments in cattle including these new ones is 42 now, but the total number may be much higher. A high number of V� segments in combination

ith the use of up to four out of five D segments, and the possibility of using non-template encoded (N) nucleotides on either side of these,
akes the potential bovine � chain repertoire much bigger than any known TCR chain. This situation is quite different from the situation in

umans and mice, and suggests that the differences between �� high and �� low species in distribution, diversity, and function of �� T cells may
e substantial.

2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Species can be classified into two groups according to the
requency of �� T cells in their T cell population. Sheep, cattle,
igs, chicken, and rabbits belong to the �� T cell high group.
he �� low group is represented by humans, guinea pigs, dogs,
nd mice. In �� high species up to 60% of the T cell population
onsists of �� T cells. For the �� high species that were studied,
he number of TCR � chain variable (V�) segments is much

igher than in humans and mice, representing �� low species
Antonacci et al., 2005). In �� low species, �� T cell subsets
how a tissue-specific distribution. In humans and mice this is
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llustrated by the tissue specific distribution of V� segments.
uman V�1 positive T cells are found in intestinal tissue and
�2 mainly in blood. Human intestinal V�1 expressing cells

re oligoclonal (Chowers et al., 1994; Holtmeier et al., 1995).
ice have a skin-associated �� T cell population expressing a

ery limited TCR repertoire using V�5 and V�1 (Asarnow et
l., 1988) and a population in the reproductive tract and tongue
hat preferentially uses V�6 and V�1 (Itohara et al., 1990). The
hysiological functions of the different �� T cell subsets is not
nown, but their different tissue localization is thought to reflect
ifferences in function.

Ruminant �� T cells share some features that distinguish

hem from �� T cells of other species like the expression of

embers of the WC1 family of scavenger receptors, which have
o counterpart in humans or mice (O’Keeffe et al., 1999) and
constant (C) � segment that has an extended hinge region

mailto:i.vanrhijn@vet.uu.nl
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molimm.2007.02.003
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ith additional cysteine residues (Hein and Mackay, 1991). The
unction of ruminant �� T cells and the stimuli they react to are
argely unknown.

V segments of TCR are grouped in interspecies families, or
ubgroups, with >75% nucleotide identity. The bovine TCR �
ocus, containing 6 C� segments and 11 V� segments has been
ell characterized (Herzig et al., 2006a). The genomic organi-

ation of the bovine and ovine �� loci is less well characterized.
he current version of the bovine genome (Btau 3.1, avail-
ble at http://pre.ensemble.org) has big gaps in the �� locus,
nd has many contigs containing V� segments that have not
een assigned to a chromosome yet. Rearranged bovine � chain
equences have been obtained from peripheral blood (Ishiguro et
l., 1993), skin (Hein and Dudler, 1997), and thymus (Massari et
l., 2000). Most of the sequenced ovine and bovine V� segments
re closely related and belong to one big family, the V�1 family.
nly a few members of the other three known V� families have
een sequenced (Herzig et al., 2006b). The number of functional
� segments in humans is 8–10, including the TRAV/DV genes.
ice have 20 functional V� segments in their genome. The num-

er of ovine V� segments is known to be at least 40 (Antonacci
t al., 2005). Sheep and cattle have three highly homologous
� segments (Hein and Dudler, 1997; Massari et al., 2000). D�
egments had not yet been identified in ruminants, but we report
he bovine D� segments in this paper.

Because most knowledge about �� T cell subset distribution
oncerns �� low species, we set out to determine the usage of
CR � V, D, and J segments and CDR3 sequences in different

issues in cattle, a �� high species. Tissue specificity of �� T
ell subsets has been studied in cattle based on the expression
f molecules like CD8, E-selectin, or WC1 (Blumerman et al.,
006; Hedges et al., 2003; Machugh et al., 1997; Wilson et al.,
999). Using antibodies that probably recognize epitopes on the
CR � chain, a cell population enriched in spleen was identified

Wilson et al., 1998). In cattle, there is some evidence for tissue
pecific distribution of � chain, but not at all for � chain (Hein
nd Dudler, 1997; Ishiguro et al., 1993).

To obtain an unbiased collection of TCR sequences we chose
or a method that circumvents the use of V segment-specific
rimers by using circularized templates and primers that were
ocated on the C segment of the � chain only. It is likely that
ot all bovine V� families are known, and this method enables
he amplification of unknown segments. In addition, spectratyp-
ng was performed to determine CDR3 length distribution using
rimers that amplify � chains that use the most common V� and
� segments.

. Materials and methods

.1. Animals

Prescapular lymph node, small intestine, large intestine,
pleen, and peripheral blood drawn from the jugular vein were

ollected from a Holstein-Frisian crossbred bull of 3 months of
ge. At the time of tissue collection and blood sampling, the
nimal showed no clinical signs of disease. �� T cells that orig-
nate from the skin were obtained using a pseudoafferent lymph

a
G

nology 44 (2007) 3155–3161

annulation method (Van Rhijn et al., 2007) and used with-
ut further purification. PBMC were prepared using a standard
icoll density gradient.

.2. RNA isolation, cDNA synthesis, and circularization

Of each tissue, 3 × 107 cells were used to isolate RNA
ith the Qiagen RNAEasy kit, followed by first strand cDNA

ynthesis with Multiscribe reverse transcriptase. A previously
escribed method to synthesize second strand cDNA (Uematsu,
991) was used in a modified form. In short, 16 �l E. coli ligase
uffer (Invitrogen), 7.5 �l 4 mM DNTP, 6 �l 0.1M DTT (Gibco-
RL), 30 U E. coli DNA ligase (Invitrogen), 18 U E. coli DNA
olymerase I (Invitrogen) and 2.5 U rnase H (New England Bio-
abs) were added to the cDNA in a total volume of 125 �l water
nd incubated for 2 h at 16 ◦C. 1 U T4 polymerase (Invitrogen)
as added and incubated for 5 min at 16 ◦C to blunt the ends.
NA was cleaned and brought to a volume of 13 �l with a DNA

lean and concentrator kit (Zymo Research). For the circulari-
ation, 3.15 �l 5 × T4 buffer (Gibo-BRL) and 1.6 U T4 ligase
Gibo-BRL) were added to 11 �l cDNA eluate and incubated
vernight at 16 ◦C.

.3. PCR, cloning, and sequence analysis

Fig. 3 shows the location of the primers used for PCR on
ircularized � chain cDNA. PCRs were performed with PFU
urbo polymerase (Stratagene) according to the protocol of the
anufacturer under the following cycling conditions: an ini-

ial denaturation of 7 min at 95 ◦C, followed by 35 cycles of
0 s at 95 ◦C, 45 s at a primer-specific annealing temperature,
min at 72 ◦C, followed by a final elongation step of 7 min at
2 ◦C. Nested PCR was performed with the forward primer S
5′-CCCAAACGGTTTTCCTTTAAAGACAACAAACC) and
everse primer R (5′-CCTTCACCAAACAAGCGACGTTT-
TCC) at an annealing temperature of 58 ◦C, followed by
CR with the forward primer F (5′-GCCTGATGAAAGA-
AGAAGTCCTGGG) and reverse primer E (5′-ACAA-
AACAGATGGGCTGGCAGCAGG) at an annealing temper-

ture of 61 ◦C. Circularized as well as linear cDNA were
sed in the PCR procedure in order to be able to distin-
uish between specific PCR products and background products.
CR products were cut from an agarose gel, purified, and

igated in a Topo4blunt vector which was used to transform
ne shot Top10 cells (Invitrogen). Vector DNA of single
olonies was sequenced by Baseclear (Leiden, Netherlands).
he obtained sequences were compared to the NCBI databases

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST). The Translate Nucleic Acid
equence Tool was used (http://biotools.umassmed.edu) for

ranslation into amino acids. All alignments were performed
ith ClustalW (align.genome.jp).

.4. Spectratyping
Forward primers specific for V� segments (nomenclature
ccording to Herzig et al., 2006a): TRGV1 (5′-ATGTTGTGG-
CCCTAGTGCTGC) TRGV3 (5′-ATGTCACCATTGGAA-

http://pre.ensemble.org/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST
http://biotools.umassmed.edu/
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CATTCACATTTTTC); TRGV7 (5′-GCCRTTGTGCACTG-
TATCAAGAG) were used with reverse primer A (5′-
AAGGAAGAAAMAYAGTGGGCTTGGG), labeled at the 5′

nd with 6-carboxyfluorescein (FAM), that anneals to a region
hat is conserved in the six known bovine C� segments at
n annealing temperature of 53 ◦C. A conserved primer that
mplifies all V�1 family members (5′-TCTGAGCTTGAGGC-
GAACT) (Ishiguro et al., 1993) was used in combination
ith reverse primer E (5′-ACAAAAACAGATGGGCTGGC-
GCAGG) labeled at the 5′ end with 6-carboxyfluorescein

FAM), at an annealing temperature of 53 ◦C. PCR products
ere run on a 310 ABI Prism Genetic Analyzer and analysed
ith Genotyper software (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).
he GeneScan-500 Rox Size standard-labeled molecular weight
tandard (Applied Biosystems) served as a reference. For each
ombination of tissue and primer set, a duplicate set of PCR
mplification and spectratyping was performed.

. Results

.1. Vδ and Jδ usage in different tissues

We sequenced a total of 154 cDNA clones of � chains with the
omplete CDR3 region and at least part of the V segment, all of
hich were in frame. The sequences were derived of six differ-

nt tissues from a Holstein-Frisian crossbred bull of 3 months of
ge. Of the cDNA clones, 65 were unique rearrangements and 89
ere redundant. Part of the redundant clones probably originated

rom the same RNA template and may be over-represented due to
referential amplification by PCR. For this reason we excluded
edundant clones from further analysis when they originated
rom the same PCR. Table 1 shows the CDR3 sequence and the
, D, and J segment usage of the non-redundant cDNA clones.
ost published bovine TCR � chain sequences have been gen-

rated using a universal primer that amplifies all members of the
�1 family. In fact, the majority of the known bovine TCR �

hain sequences belongs to the V�1 family. The known non-V�1
CR � chain sequences have been generated with V�2, V�3, or
�4 specific primers (Herzig et al., 2006b). The use of a V�

amily-specific primer allows a representative study among the
embers of a certain V� family, but not among the different
� families. To circumvent this problem we applied a method
hich only uses primers in the � constant chain, which is free

rom bias towards certain V� segments introduced by V� seg-
ent specific primers. In addition, our method is suitable to pick

p unknown V� families. Based on a percentage of identity to
nown V� segments belonging to those V� families between 75
nd 97%, 49 of the 65 non-redundant clones represented the V�1
amily, three belonged to the V�3 family, and 13 sequences did
ot reach far enough in the V segment to allow for a unequivo-
al identification. Fourteen cDNA clones used 11 different V�1
egments that had not yet been shown to be expressed as cDNA.
ecause the previously identified bovine V� segments had been

umbered V�1.1–V�1.26 (Hein and Dudler, 1997; Ishiguro et
l., 1993), these novel ones were numbered V�1.27–V�1.37.
ccordingly, in addition to the single known bovine V�3 seg-
ent (Herzig et al., 2006b), one novel V�3 segment was found,

o
s
h
m

nology 44 (2007) 3155–3161 3157

hich we named V�3.2. We found no evidence for preferential
se of certain V� segments in lymph node, skin, spleen, small
ntestine, large intestine, and blood. All three known bovine J�
egments were represented. Consistent with results from other
roups, J�1 and J�3 were predominant. We found only two cases
f J�2 usage.

.2. CDR3 sequences reflect the expression of a very
iverse repertoire in all tissues studied

CDR3 lengths of the � chains that we sequenced had a
ength of 10–29 amino acids, counting the residues between
he second cysteine and the FGXG motif. We did not find any
issue-specific CDR3 consensus sequences or motifs. To con-
rm the wide CDR3 length distribution that we observed in �
hain sequences from the different tissues by an independent
echnique, we performed spectratyping. An advantage of this
echnique is that it takes the complete repertoire that is present
n a tissue into account, and is independent of the sample that
s taken by picking cDNA clones for sequencing. Because V�1
amily members are by far the most abundant, and because all
nown members of the V�1 family can be amplified with one
orward primer (Ishiguro et al., 1993), spectratyping using this
rimer covers almost all V� chains present in a specific tissue.
n all tissues studied, a wide V�1 CDR3 length distribution was
bserved (Fig. 1). The observed CDR3 length distribution corre-
ated very well with the lengths that we observed by sequencing
DNA clones. The fact that there were no predominant peaks
uggests the absence of highly expanded T cell clones. Spec-
ratyping was also performed for � chains, of which preferential
issue distribution of V segments has been reported in cattle.
ecause V�1, V�3, and V�7 could be amplified from most

issues, spectratyping was limited to these segments. Fig. 1
hows that the � chain repertoire is much more limited in
DR3 length variation than the � chain repertoire, and, con-

rary to the � chain results, tends to show differences between
issues.

.3. Identification and usage of five bovine Dδ segments

Alignment of the nucleotide sequences of the published �
hain CDR3 sequences and the ones we describe here, revealed
ve potential D� segments. We considered a stretch of a min-

mum of six nucleotides identical to a certain D segment to
eflect the use of that D segment. The genomic sequences of
he five potential D� segments that we found based on the
DR3 sequences could be located in the right order on bovine
hromosome 10 (Btau 3.1, available at http://pre.ensemble.org)
efore the J� and C� segments, flanked by recombination sig-
al sequences consisting of nonamer-12 bp spacer-heptamer
nd heptamer-23 bp spacer-nonamer sequences (Fig. 2). Of the
ovine � chains that were analyzed, some use four D segments,
any use three D segments, but also � chains that use two, one,
r no stretches of six or more nucleotides corresponding to a D
egment were found (Table 1). This situation is different from
umans and mice, which have been reported to use a maxi-
um of two D segments. The D segments were used in different

http://pre.ensemble.org/
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Table 1
V segment usage and � chain CDR3 sequences

The first column shows the tissue or origin and an identifier of each non-redundant � chain sequence that was obtained. The CDR3 sequence of the � chains is given in
the next three columns. The names of the V, D, and J segments that are used, and the accession number of the V segments are given in the next columns. V segments
are considered to be identical to previously identified V segments (Hein and Dudler, 1997; Ishiguro et al., 1993) if they are >97% identical at nucleotide level. In
the column labeled “Genbank accession no. V segment” the accession number is given of previously identified V segments (Hein and Dudler, 1997; Ishiguro et al.,
1993) (starting with U or D), of V segments that were predicted based on the bovine genome (starting with XM), or of V segments identified in this paper (starting
with EF). If a sequence shares less than 97% identity to a known V segment, but more than 75% to other members of a V family, it is considered a new member of
that family. These sequences are numbered V�1.27–V�1.37 and Vd3.2. An “x” indicates that the obtained sequence was too short on the 5′ side to determine the V
segment. CDR3 length was counted between the second cysteine and the FGXG motif. If the CDR3 sequence contained at least six nucleotides of a D� segment,
this was considered usage of that D� segment.
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Fig. 1. Spectratyping of V�1, V�1, V�3, and V�7 in different tissues. FAM-labeled PCR products were generated from different tissues using an unlabeled primer
that specificly amplifies selected V segment families, in combination with a FAM-labeled primer in the C segment. PCR products were analyzed on a 310 ABI
Prism Genetic Analyzer. For each family of V segments the plots are aligned according to fragment length. For the V�1 PCR product, a fragment length of 518 bp
corresponds to a CDR3 length of 21 amino acids.

Fig. 2. Genomic location and sequence of D� segments. The genomic sequences of the five D� segments (A) and their location on chromosome 10 of Bos taurus
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B). The position of the three J� segments, C�, V�4 and C� are also indicated.
egments are present in the bovine genome. However, the J segments of the pub

eading frames and, in some � chains, were interspersed with
xtensive stretches of N nucleotides.

. Discussion

TCR � chain sequencing and spectratyping showed that many

ifferent V�1 family members are expressed in six different
ovine tissues, and that a wide variety of � chain CDR3 lengths
s present without any apparent bias towards a certain V segment
r CDR3 length. This finding is consistent with previous data

(
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dual J� segments are not shown because it is currently unknown how many J�

bovine TCR � chains are located in the indicated region.

enerated from bovine PBMC and skin, and we show here that
he same applies to bovine small and large intestine, spleen, and
ymph node. In contrast, �� T cells in murine skin and in small
nd large intestine of humans and mice have been reported to
xpress only one V� segment and to be oligoclonal (Asarnow et
l., 1988; Chowers et al., 1994; Holtmeier et al., 1995).
In cattle, there is evidence for specific � chain usage in skin
Hein and Dudler, 1997; Van Rhijn et al., 2007) and it has been
uggested that this also holds for other tissues. Spectratyping
as performed on the three most widely expressed bovine V�
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Fig. 3. Location of primers for � chain analysis. Shown is an example of circu-
larized full length cDNA of a � chain transcript and the location of the primers
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Shin, S., El-Diwany, R., Schaffert, S., Adams, E.J., Garcia, K.C., Pereira, P.,
sed. Note that also parts of transcripts, for example with incomplete or lacking
TRs and incomplete V segments can be circularized and amplified.

egments for comparison between tissues and showed that there
s less variation in CDR3 length among � chains than � chains.
or �� T cells, skewed CDR3 length and limited V segment
sage is often interpreted as a sign of antigen selection. If this is
pplied to the �� TCR, our findings may suggest that antigenic
election for certain � chains has taken place and that � chain is
ess important for antigen specificity. However, there are several
ines of evidence that lead to the conclusion that antigen speci-
city of the �� TCR is mainly determined by the � chain: (1)
he co-crystal of the murine G8 �� TCR and the non-classical
HC molecule T22 shows that antigen specificity is mainly

etermined by the CDR3 loop of the � chain because it forms
he main contact area between the two molecules (Adams et al.,
005). (2) V� and V� usage does not strictly correlate with T22
ntigen specificity (Shin et al., 2005), but a CDR3 consensus
equence of the � chain, but not the � chain, does. (3) Synthetic
eptides mimicking the � chain CDR3 show the same antigen
pecificity as the whole �� TCR (Xu et al., 2007).

So, paradoxically, it seems that � chain usage is restricted in
tissue-specific manner, but on the other hand, � chains, which
re more likely to determine the antigen specificity of �� TCR
re not. One way to look at this is to acknowledge that limited �
hain repertoire does not necessarily reflect antigenic selection
ut may be caused by other processes, like for example by waves
f V� segment expression during ontogeny and concomitant
vailability of space in the tissues for thymic emigrants, or the
oupling of V� segment expression to the expression of known
dhesion molecules or chemokine receptors. This is possible if
he � chain is indeed not the main determinant of the �� TCR
pecificity. The fact that the � chain repertoire that we describe
s extremely diverse may simply mean that there has not been

nough antigenic challenge to skew it.

We have shown here that bovine � chains can use up to four D
egments, which fully explains the wide CDR3 length variation

U

nology 44 (2007) 3155–3161

hat was observed. In bovine �� T cells, the CDR3 length varia-
ion and the theoretical number of combinations of V segments,
–4 D segments, and J segments is much higher than in human
nd murine �� T cells. It is currently unknown how diverse the
ovine �� TCR repertoire is, but it is possible that �� T cells and
� T cells show opposite characteristics in �� high and �� low
pecies in terms of complexity and actual numbers of T cells.
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